AGTOS

Up to date blasting technique on Ankiros show

AGTOS, Emsdetten, Germany, provides the foundry industry with surface technology. Besides manufacturing turbine wheel shot blasting plants for cleaning, derusting, descaling and shot peening the company also projects complete machining centers including the conveyer technology.

At the exposition Ankiros from 29 September to 1 October 2016 AGTOS will be presented on the booth of its Turkish agent Teknometalurji. The visitor will see examples of projects that were carried out in Turkey and other countries. Innovative turbine and filter technology as well as elaborated ways in maintenance ensure the economic treatment of surfaces of casted parts.

The company provides shot blasting solutions for roughening, derusting, descaling, and hardening of surfaces. With a wide range of applications, ranging from small chain components, to large steel constructions, the surface technology specialist has virtually no limits on providing blast cleaning solutions to meet the needs of many different industries.

The company has the capability to offer refurbished shot blast machines, repairs, updating and modernization of machines from other shot blasting manufacturers.

Special emphasis is put on an extensive service regarding the blasting technology. Therefore the company provides the suitable spear parts and carries out the repairs for machines out of the own and other productions.
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www.agtos.com